Sir, Vascular structures in dermoscopy have an important role to play in the categorization of lesions as benign or malignant. Some of the more characteristic findings like crown vessel, comma vessels can help in narrowing down the diagnosis further. Although there has been significant work in dermoscopy for pigmentary disorders, evidence and literature is yet to build with regards to vascular patterns in common dermatological conditions for ease of recognition and diagnosis. We herein describe the vascular pattern that is noted in 2 cases of milia. Similar vascular pattern may occur in basal cell carcinoma that could be misleading and thereby defining the pattern in benign conditions like milia should be considered a necessity.
A 55 year old lady presented with a skin colored asymptomatic lesion over the outer corner of the left eye of almost nine months duration for which no treatment was taken. Clinically she was diagnosed as colloid milium since the papule was firm with a whitish hue and absence of central umbilication. We went on to see the pattern under dermoscopy to confirm the diagnosis by ruling out the differentials. Dermoscopy revealed arborising vessels from the periphery traversing the length of the lesion. White structure less areas were noted interspersed with yellow structureless areas (Fig. 1 ).
The second case was that of a 30 year old lady who presented with an asymptomatic skin colored lesion over the left nasal ala of one year duration. On clinical evaluation a firm, painless, sessile papulonodule was noted over the left nasal ala and the differentials considered were that of sebaceous hyperplasia and milium. Dermoscopy of the lesion revealed arborising vessel arising from the periphery and crossing a significant length of the lesion along with yellowish white globules (Fig. 2) .
Milia most often than not is a clinical diagnosis however can pose a diagnostic challenge in the very young, sun aged face and in the elder individuals. The vascularity of milia and other architectural elements helps in differentiating it from other differentials. In both our cases we found linear arborising blood vessels which were 'in focus' and bright red in colour confirming their epidermal position traversing the length/breadth of the lesion after arising from the periphery. As opposed to blood vessels which are dermal in nature would be pink in colour, less prominent and 'out of focus' due to dispersion of light through the dermal connective tissue [1] . Of note is the fact that the number of these vessels in the lesion may not be very many and thus may be referred to as lonely arborising vessels that may traverse the length of the lesion. The finding of yellowish white structureless areas to globules on dermoscopy is similar to the milia like cysts that have been described as variously sized white or yellowish structures in seborrhoeic keratoses and congenital melanocytic nevi [2] [3] [4] .
Letter to the Editor
Superficial vessels are not seen in dermatoscopy of a normal skin, however when present one must think of inflammatory conditions, basal cell carcinoma or topical steroid induced skin atrophy. The vessels in the papillary dermis are visible as dots due to their orientation in a vertical direction and proliferation may be seen in conditions like psoriasis. The sub papillary plexus vessels are oriented horizontally and become visible in inflammatory conditions or when the skin is stretched.in milia there is stretching of the overlying skin leading to apparent upliftment of the subcapillary plexus thereby making these vessels visible of which the pattern has been described.
A milia can be differentiated from a molluscum contagiosum on the absence of crown vessels, mixed flower pattern of vessels and absence of the central orifice [5] . The dermoscopy of sebaceous hyperplasia has been described as a combination of yellowish nodules with crown vessels that are not arborizing [6] . Thus a milium can be differentiated from molluscum contagiosum and sebaceous hyperplasia predominantly on the vascular pattern and partly due to the other associated structural findings. To the best of our knowledge the vascular pattern in a milia has not been reported.
